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Chicago Data and Cloud Technology Consulting Firm, Uturn Data Solutions, Achieves Advanced Tier 
Consulting Partner Status in Amazon Web Services Partner Network 

Chicago, Illinois – February 28, 2018: Uturn Data Solutions, a Chicago-based data and cloud technology 
consulting firm, has achieved Advanced Tier Consulting status in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Partner 
Network (APN). APN Consulting Partner status is awarded to professional service firms that help 
customers design, architect, build, migrate, and manage their workloads and applications on AWS. 
Advanced Tier status members must demonstrate expertise on AWS in numerous customer 
environments, in addition to attaining specific technical certifications.  This latest achievement adds to 
Uturn’s existing achievements on AWS, which include: having achieved AWS Service Delivery status for 
Amazon Redshift and AWS Lambda, being part of the AWS Authorized Government Reseller Program, 
having its solution listed on AWS Marketplace, and being part of the AWS Public Sector Partner Program.  

“We started Uturn Data Solutions in 2013 to be a new kind of systems integrator,” said Adam Dillman, 
Uturn’s Founder and Managing Partner. “We have always focused on leveraging the power of the cloud 
through AWS, while realizing that our clients’ success always comes back to business performance. We 
help our customers make the most of AWS innovations while providing them the data leadership guidance 
they need to transform their organizations. Uturn believes that every business needs to be data-driven, 
and our recent successes are a testament to that.” 

Uturn Data Solutions has grown quickly through this approach, and has built solutions on AWS for both 
commercial and public sector clients. Highlighting Uturn’s local Midwest focus, they are the data 
integration provider for the Chicago Smart Street Light Project, one of the largest single-city street light 
modernization projects in the world. Uturn is building these project data integration solutions on AWS, 
which will help the City of Chicago realize millions of dollars in energy savings in coming years. 

“Uturn Data Solutions is excited to reach this milestone in the AWS Partner Network,” continued Mr. 
Dillman. “It is a fantastic recognition of the accomplishments we have made and serves as a reminder that 
there are many more organizations out there that can benefit from improved technology and data 
capabilities. We hope that achieving Advanced Consulting Tier status in the APN will help more 
organizations find Uturn, and that together we can help them realize their full potential on AWS.” 

About Uturn Data Solutions 

Uturn Data Solutions is a Chicago-based company at the nexus of data strategy and cloud computing. We 
provide advisory and technology services to transform data assets into real business value. Uturn’s 
certified cloud architects, developers and consultants will help you harness the power of Amazon Web 
Services. To learn more, please visit www.uturndata.com. 


